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Ask how to configure this setting in the version of Android that you did not install. Once you have made µ previous settings, download the APK using the green bot button at the end of this guide. Click the Green Age & Continue button. This is very useful because more and more people need to have two numbers (work team) on two different mobile
phones or your Android device has Dual SIM. Be an unofficial development and violating some of the conditions µ use of this service. Please confirm your phone number at this time WhatsApp Plus I will send an SMS to the phone number you did not provide. There are two ways to display the number, a Do not allow or allow µ to the application itself
so that you cannot read the content of our SMS, which saves work. Profiling in WhatsApp Plus Keep in mind that if you don't already use another mode, you will have to set up this whatsapp plus with another phone number, otherwise the two clients can't be operational simultaneously (look because WhatsApp Plus and WhatsApp Messenger with
incompatibility). Images or videos are not quality when sharing them. We can put longer sentences into our state. Hide: Notifications, µ, line status, double-click and double-click Blue, click your Contacts status, recording status, and blue microphone, Ã¢ â¬ Ã     µ¢ âTM Name NUMDS hides its status (if active), choosing the date and time that shows
the option to see the means of communication without load, please put the icon that you do not want to apply and have many options Pure black included many themes that you can download from the applications of materialsUpport calls and video calls from adding new themes, we can also change some details: size and appearance of notifications.
The color and size of the widgetstaman of the contacts, chat and header images. Deactivation sounds such as voice and animate color of the beginning icon.Instale and Download WhatsApp Plus to install it Uninstall your WhatsApp and Install WhatsApp Plus. Do not forget to prepare your conversations menu => Settings => Chat => Save chat (in the
phone memory) and choose Restore conversations when installing it .Configure your device to accept the installation of unknown font applications: Enter configurations => SecurityLocate â € œFone unknownsâ € and mark the selection box Locate the downloaded application by passing the finger up and down on the top of the screen and clicking on
it. During The installation, we type our phone number and look forward to checking for sms.download WhatsApp plushes many versions of the WASAP Plus, then we recommend downloading the latest version of this mod. Click Agree and continue Enter your phone number (pay attention to the PAAN code) and press the Advance button to continue the
process. Tap the download notification Tap Install in the lower right corner. You will also have the icon in the Applications menu. The reasons is that whatsapp plus compresses media files before sharing them. We can also increase the limit of sent files and thus be able to send large music files and video preserving the original quality without
limitations. We have a hidden mode and when it is activated, even if you are logged in, your contacts see â € œLate connection with â € œLine connection.â € to install WhatsApp Besides, according to your version operating system first you will have to go to the settings µ your Android phone and activate the option to allow the download of
applications from unknown sources. When you don't have one, click ³. The good thing You can't see the last connection of your contacts (unlike the original version). If you are not interested in this second whole, you will not have to answer Continue. In both cases, you cannot manage the two Whatsapp accounts associated with the two numbers from
the same mobile phone.To install GBWhatsapp There is no need to uninstall Whatsapp and you cannot combine it with standard Whatsapp Plus or Whatsapp, that is, you cannot have: Standard Whatsapp associated with one phone number + GBWhatsapp (Not associated with Whatsapp Plus) associated with the other phone number. Whatsapp Plus
associated with a phone number + GBWhatsapp associated with the other phone number.All under the same Android device.GB WHATSAPP PRO (latest version 19.10.0) Download GBWhatsappLet's take a look at some of its best features that differentiate it from the standard Whatsapp:Disable Internet only for Whatsapp so you don't bother us with
messages or calls:On the menu => privacy we can hide many optionsµ and we will continue to see our contacts without problems:Menu = Schedule messages: to schedule a particular message at a specific date and time, for example, congratulate a birthday in case you forget it.Menu => More SetUp µes => Download TÃ³Peaks (we are downloading
a Tap³ µPack) Menu => More SetUp to automatically respond to a particular contact, a group or all a pre-written message for those times when you can't reply.³ Whatsapp PlusWhatsapp Plus has enjoyed great popularity among Whatsapp users, but then the official version of Whatsapp has come to ban users it is WhatsApp accounts provisionally (24
hours) to be considered an unauthorized external version and put at risk the personal and private data of your mobile phone and sharing such information µs with third parties without your permission. This is the announcement that WhatsApp Plus can share your information µ third party apps without your knowledge or permission... This form added
to the improvements you have incorporated into your official managed version to finalize WhatsApp Plus. The reason for this penalty was to uninstall Wasap Plus and wait for The 24 hours of punishments. From here, Wasmapp, Wasfapp, Ogwhatsapp, GBWhatsapp, Ogwhatsapp, GBWhatsapp, GBWhatsapp, WhatsApp Plus TR, as a novelty to have
wasap videos within the same mobile associated with different numbers. Notes: We do not warn ³ that this application is a modification of the official WhatsApp application and can be banned your account making use of it. Click the green button and do it again in the following windows to start downloading the APK. WhatsApp Plus to increase file
size, new emoticons, Ã¢ â¬ | whatsapp mod to customize your whatsapp with new themes and models, better emoticons, menu, more configuration µ and new µ. Revovez: ³ can't talk in secret and be disconnected. You can't set up auto-replies for all the messages you don't receive on WhatsApp. How Is WhatsApp Plus? WhatsApp Plus is an update and
improvement of the WhatsApp application with which you will not continue to have WhatsApp (Id), but fully personalizable with more than 700 new and configurable themes and templates ââ When they receive that your contacts will be speechless, as well as different menu to modify different aspects of this application. We can customize the interface
of the With WhatsApp Plus, we can save a lot of space in the memory of our device exchanging files in comparison with the normal version. When the download is completed, tap Open in the Android system notification (notification types can vary slightly between Android) or Go to the download directory of your mobile and touch In the APK file. If you
are not interested, press Not Now. You do not need root access on your Android or Activation key to change your connection status: WhatsApp Plus (last verse 19.10.0 ) Download WhatsApp Plus If you also want to have two WhatsApps on the same Android device, we recommend that you download another .APK file named GBWhatSApp to associate
it. to another number on the same cell phone. On the other hand, if you want to restore any backup you have done earlier from your conversations, you will need to copy and paste the folders from that backup to the WhatsApp Plus directory using a file browser after installing the application, but before on the screen. That means, hide the time of the
last connection or disable the double blue check and you can see one of the others! Whatsapp Plus characteristics that differentiate the WhatsAppVocÃª has no limit to send file files Udio and Veheo. Enter your number and press NEXT you will have to confirm that you actually typed your phone number correctly, press OK after you have marked. In
addition, your contacts will not see the two popcorns that denote that you have received the message, much less when these popcorn are blues and you leave it. For this reason, you have to follow different steps for your installation in comparison with what you would do with an application in use. As you can see, the installation is not very
complicated, even if you have to Through different channels of the usual usual store. Give permissions to WhatsApp Plus Now you will be in front of the application's home screen. Download WhatsApp in addition to the last version APK 2022 for free and modify whatsapp to your liking. This SMS contains a number of six dips that serves to check the
number and that you will be requested in the next window. You can also send any type of file or extension, including .exe. Tap Install in the lower right corner when the installation is completed, you can open the application by tapping again. Confirm SMS Read Permission now you just need to create your user profile. You can give SMS reading
permission for WhatsApp Plus if, as you, you have chosen to give SMS read permission, you will have to confirm it here by clicking Allow. You can choose an image and a name. Press Open So the installation is completed a new pop-up window will appear so that you grant WhatsApp Plus access rights to your multimount content, accepted by clicking
Allow. To allow.
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